
That’s why Mackenzie is launching a new national

campaign and website, burnrate.ca, to get your

clients (existing and potential) excited to talk to you

about their Burn Rate’. 

As you know,

Burn Rate refers to the

rate at which your

clients burn through

their income; the

quicker they burn

through it, the less

they’ll have to invest,

and in turn, the harder it may be for you to help

them reach their financial goals. To help you 

answer all of your clients’ questions, we will be 

sending you the Burn Rate Advisor Kit, which 

includes all the tools you’ll need to turn their 

Burn Rate into an earn rate. By simply reviewing 

a budget with your

clients, you can show

them how to make

wise choices about

everyday expenses to

help them save for

the long-term. A little 

informed guidance can

go a long way.

To learn more about Burn Rate, the Burn

Rate Advisor Kit, or Mackenzie Mutual Funds, 

call us at 1-800-387-0614.

E KNOW THAT GETTING YOUR CLIENTS TO TALK ABOUT THEIR PERSONAL

SPENDING CAN SOMETIMES FEEL LIKE PULLING TEETH. THEIRS AND YOURS.W

INTRODUCING A WAY TO

TO DO THE UNTHINKABLE:

TALK.

get your clients

y

THE BURN RATE KIT INCLUDES:

• Investor-friendly presentation explaining Burn Rate

• Client brochure to give to clients to keep for reference

• One-page Burn Rate illustration for client mailings

• Easy-to-use savings calculator to show investment returns

• Letter, postcard and e-mail campaign

• Workbook for clients  

y
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Here are three ads from our new national campaign, which, with our website burnrate.ca, will get people asking you about Burn Rate.

y
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Choose Wisely.

But how much you spend on your children in their

early years can determine how much you’ll be able to

give them in their later years. It all starts with managing

your Burn Rate’. The

term Burn Rate simply

refers to how quickly you

spend your income. By

making even a few wise

choices here and there,

and then investing the

difference, it can really

add up. (See chart)

But where can you

find the money now to invest for the years ahead? 

A great opportunity is the period of time when your

child is between the ages of 1 month old and 8 years

old, otherwise known as the Before They’re Really Old

Enough To Know What’s Going On” years. A 6-month

old doesn’t crave the latest fashions (and spits up on

them anyway). And used skis are new skis, as far as your

8-year old is concerned. These are the golden years 

for saving. And the best

part is, they’re also the

most important years for

contributing to an RESP.

Because the sooner you

start, the sooner your

savings can start to grow.

Talk to your financial

advisor, who can help

you calculate your Burn

Rate. And together, you can figure out some ways to

start managing it. You could also discuss a financial

plan including Mackenzie Mutual Funds, which can help

make your investments in that RESP grow as fast as your

kids. To learn more about Burn Rate, visit burnrate.ca

MACKENZIE’S BURN RATE CALCULATOR
{A few wise choices during the course of a year can really make a difference}

$1,928 invested in Mackenzie Maxxum Dividend Fund 
over the past 10 years = $6,317*

$600 new skis, bindings and boots, 
or $150 used skis, bindings and boots.

After the first day on the slopes, 
new skis look basically the same as 

used skis. The choice is yours.

A $1,049 top-of-the-line 
BMX bike versus a $299 model. 
A top athlete could probably tell 

the difference; but they both look the
same lying in the driveway.

Pay $5 a day for a cafeteria lunch, 
or make a $3 brown bag lunch. Why not
save money while making certain your
children are eating healthy? Actually,

why not pack your lunch too?
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CAN YOU AFFORD

YOUR KIDS?

to keep

y

$450

$728/yr

$750

$1,928

Used Ski Gear instead of New Ski Gear

Packing Lunch instead of Buying Lunch

Regular BMX instead of Pro BMX

Total Savings

HE RESULTS ARE IN: KIDS COST A HECK OF A LOT OF MONEY THESE DAYS. 
AND IT GOES WITHOUT SAYING, YOU WANT TO GIVE THEM THE WORLD.

Choose Wisely.

y
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Will you both be able to save enough to afford to 

retire on your terms? It all starts with managing your 

Burn Rate’. Burn Rate simply refers to how quickly 

you spend your income.

The more money you’re

able to save today and

invest wisely, the more

satisfying your lifestyle

can be tomorrow. It’s

simple in theory, but

not so easy in practice. 

You should never

forget that Burn Rate

applies to everything, not just big-ticket items. By making

a few wise choices here and there, and then investing

the difference, it can really start to add up. (See chart)

In reality, it’s surprisingly easy for either of you to

burn through the family income. And unfortunately, 

discussing spending can be such a sensitive issue that

many couples simply avoid it altogether. That’s why

Mackenzie has provided your financial advisor with

some tools that can help

to demystify the topic.

Working together, you

and your advisor can

calculate your Burn Rate

and figure out different

ways to start managing it.

You could also talk

about a financial plan

that includes investing

in Mackenzie Mutual Funds. And remember, the sooner

you start, the sooner you can achieve your goals. Just

hope no one mentions that shiny new driver of yours,

which replaced your other very nice, slightly less-shiny

driver. To learn more about Burn Rate, visit burnrate.ca

MACKENZIE’S BURN RATE CALCULATOR
{A few wise choices during the course of a year can really make a difference}

$10,813 invested in Mackenzie Cundill Value Fund 
over the past 10 years = $28,560*
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A $14,000 Bora Bora vacation 
versus a $4,000 trip to the Bahamas. 
Sure, Bora Bora’s more fun to say. 
But doesn’t one tropical beach look 
a lot like every other tropical beach?

A $2,999 17” laptop versus 
a $2,399 15” laptop. That’s not a lot 

of extra screen for a lot of extra money. 
And remember, the bigger your laptop 

gets, the less portable it is.

A $298 pair of trendy jeans versus 
an $85 pair of non-designer jeans. 

Trendy jeans don’t actually last any longer. 
As a matter of fact, they usually go 

out of style more quickly. 
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Choose Wisely.

CAN YOU AFFORD

YOUR WIFE?

to keep

y

F COURSE YOU CAN. SHE’S INTELLIGENT, HARD-WORKING AND BEAUTIFUL. 

BUT THERE’S AN IMPORTANT QUESTION THAT YOU NEED TO ASK YOURSELF:O

$600

$10,000

$213

$10,813

15” Laptop instead of 17” Laptop

Bahamas instead of Bora Bora

Regular Jeans instead of Trendy Jeans

Total Savings
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Which brings us to the million-dollar question: Will the

two of you be able to save enough to afford the retirement

you’ve always imagined? It all starts with managing 

your Burn Rate’.

Burn Rate simply

refers to how fast you

spend your money. The

more you save now, and

invest wisely, the more

satisfying your lifestyle

will be later.

What really matters

is knowing how much

money you need for the future, and managing your

Burn Rate to get there. Only you can decide when and

where the savings can be found. But by making even a

few wise choices here and there, and then investing the

difference, your money can really add up. (See chart)

Unfortunately, discussing spending can be such a

touchy topic that many couples simply avoid it altogether.

But it’s an issue that doesn’t go away until you address it.

That’s why Mackenzie

has given your financial

advisor some tools that

can help demystify the

subject. Together, you

and your advisor can

calculate your Burn Rate,

and figure out some

ways that you can start

to manage it. 

You can also talk about a financial plan that includes

investing in Mackenzie Mutual Funds to help you achieve

your goals sooner. Unfortunately, we can’t promise 

you that no one will mention your fondness for shoes. 

To learn more about Burn Rate, visit burnrate.ca

MACKENZIE’S BURN RATE CALCULATOR
{A few wise choices during the course of a year can really make a difference}

$3,380 invested in Mackenzie Ivy Foreign Equity Fund 
over the past 10 years = $7,230*
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$600 titanium driver versus $200 
in golf lessons. Yes, the driver is shiny 
and new. But maybe if he’d just stop 
collapsing his right elbow, he’d find 
the extra yardage he’s longing for.

A $5,000 50”plasma TV, or a 
$2,200 50” rear-projection LCD TV. 
Plasma has a better picture, but half 
the lifespan. Of course, they’ll both 
cost half as much in six months.

A $30 bottle of Bordeaux, or a 
$15 bottle of Australian Shiraz.
Both have an aromatic bouquet. 

Will your brother-in-law 
really know the difference?
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Choose Wisely.

CAN YOU AFFORD

YOUR HUSBAND?

to keep

y

URE, HE’S A NICE GUY. GOOD WITH THE KIDS. SNAPPY DRESSER.
BUT LIKE ALL MEN, HE HAS A WEAKNESS: EXPENSIVE, SHINY TOYS.S

$2,800

$180

$400

$3,380

Rear-Projection TV instead of Plasma TV

A case of Shiraz instead of Bordeaux 

Golf Lessons instead of Golf Club

Total Savings

‘

Mackenzie Financial – Trade Magazine

The Burn Rate campaign not only targeted investors, but the

Investment Advisors who give them their financial guidance. 

Burn Rate gives advisors the tools to open a dialogue with 

their clients about the very touchy topic of personal spending.


